Color the apples on the tree Red or Green. Then draw a line and place the apples in the basket.
Made With Apples
Mark the things that are made with apples with a red dot.
Mark the things that are not made with apples with a blue dot.

pie
bread
milk

juice
cookie
jam

For more educational and do a dot printables please visit www.crystalandcomp.com.
Find The Letter A

Find and mark the big A with a green dot. Find and mark the little a with a red dot.

A v s k c z D
f g H a P o w
e m x N u y A
r I q a D u j
S A p p l e x
a c x Y o i n
E w T a l A U

For more educational and do a dot printables please visit www.crystalandcomp.com.